Applied Linked Data Call 2015-09-17

Attendees:

- Steven Anderson (Boston Public Library)
- Trey Pendragon (Princeton University)
- Arwen Hutt (UC San Diego)
- Corey Harper (New York University)
- James Van Mil (University of Cincinnati)

Linked Data Fragments Update:

- Steven plans to work on the alternative Repository interface on Friday and at Hydra Connect.
- James won't have time to do the Engification before Hydra Connect. Still plans to work on that once his time allows.
- Trey is going to be working on his label presentation based on the work done at Oregon Digital over the next two days. Hoping to use this application as the backend for that presentation and may submit a pull request tomorrow if needed.
- Corey plans to be on the lookout to test any pull requests that are submitted.
  - Will also experiment with four vocabularies and document any problems he has with using them with this application.

Hydra Connect Metadata Working Group Presentation:

- Document what Linked Data Fragments is. Why we are interested in it (hide away the mess of custom solutions).
- Likely:
  - A single slide on what it might help with.
  - A slide on the future work which includes the Side Car Indexer.
  - Possibly include some of the other topics we have talked about?
- Format:
  - Config file and "put this url in and out comes TTL"
  - Also, high-level overview, diagram, etc.
  - Bullets of application, including x.refs, broad/narrow, etc.

Anything to include in the 5 min lightning talk?:

- Just a plug to the linked data fragments github url.

(More Notes to be added)

Next Official Meeting:

- Next meeting will be October 1st at 9:00 AM PST / Noon EST.